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Abstract— In the digital age, understanding the factors that
determine whether humans engage in secure online behavior is
increasingly important. The costs of not doing this are extremely
high, in particular on user well-being. Unfortunately, theoretical
understanding of this issue remains extremely limited. This paper
considers current approaches to human aspects of cyber security
and proposes future research directions to move this complex
and continually evolving field forward.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Cyber-attacks are increasing worldwide, with a recent
survey of more than 500 information security professionals
highlighting that approximately 75% of their organizations had
been the victim of a phishing attack in 2016 [1]. Continuing
media reports of security breaches by users, such as a spearphishing attack that targeted employees within the Ukrainian
power grid in 2015, highlight the importance of understanding
the factors that influence secure human behavior in cyberspace.
This paper provides an overview of several factors that are
likely to determine whether humans engage in secure online
behavior and proposes a future research agenda that will allow
the development of theoretically-based psychological models
of user decision-making in the future. A sound theoretical
understanding of these primary psychological mechanisms will
inform and serve as foundation for more effective and targeted
interventions to encourage secure behavior in online
environments.
II.

MAKING DECISIONS ABOUT ONLINE SECURITY

A. Understanding the Context of Secure Online Behavior
From online banking to health information, an individual’s
work and home life is increasingly governed by the online
space. New encryption and authentication technologies offer an
ever-increasing range of cyber security products that help users
keep their online data secure. However, if emerging security
products are to be effective within this setting, then individuals
must feel both able and willing to use them. Despite the
substantial amount of work that has been conducted regarding
This work is supported by a Vice Chancellor’s Fellowship granted to the
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people’s online security behavior [e.g., 2,3,4,5,6] the field still
lacks a theoretical treatment which, in turn, precludes a more
nuanced understanding regarding why people choose to engage
in secure behavior or, more importantly, why they choose not
to do so.
Engaging in secure online behavior takes resources,
whether that is increased time or effort. For instance, it can take
additional time to understand the protective technologies that
are available and to implement them. It can also take time and
effort to create and remember multiple complex passwords for
an ever-growing number of online accounts. As early as the
1980s, the link between password selection and limitations in
the structure of long-term memory was highlighted [7]. This
increased effort, combined with the fact that security is often
not people’s primary goal when completing a task, can mean
that secure online behavior can move down the priority list. To
minimize the perceived costs to the individual of engaging in
secure online behavior, it has been suggested [8] that
information systems, and the protective mechanisms that they
use, must engender psychological acceptability in users, which
is turn will make the use of such protective mechanisms more
likely to be considered routine.
When people are under pressure or distracted with other
activities, their ability to engage in more resource-intensive,
systematic forms of cognitive processing is also reduced. This
can lead to a reliance on relatively automatic decision rules
(known as heuristics) when making decisions, whereby an indepth consideration of the potential costs and benefits of
various decision options is not undertaken [9]. Recent
experimental work conducted by one of the authors [10]
investigated the impact of these processing strategies on
whether participants chose to accept fraudulent and genuine
computer updates in the form of ‘pop-ups’. Overall, findings
demonstrated that when updates interrupt participants during a
challenging primary computer task, their ability to differentiate
between fraudulent and genuine messages is reduced compared
to when they are not completing any other tasks at the time that
the message is viewed. Whereas the situational context was,
therefore, found to have an impact on security-related decisions
in this study, the potential role of individual differences in
sensation seeking and other personality traits were found to be

limited. The use of more resource-intensive, systematic
processing strategies have also been linked with an increased
ability to detect fraudulent emails, known as phishing emails,
with the heuristic processing that people typically rely on when
they are under cognitive pressure diminishing their ability to
spot suspicious cues online [11]. It is likely, therefore, that
decisions to engage in secure online behavior will be heavily
influenced by the cognitive context in which individuals find
themselves.
The importance of developing a thorough understanding of
the role of cognition in online security behavior has been
recently highlighted by [12]. In their consideration of the
contribution that cognitive science can make to understanding
human aspects of cyber security, the authors advocate for the
use of cognitive modeling approaches within the cyber security
domain, basing theoretical development on general principles
of cognition that can be applied across various contexts. Such
approaches have recently been used to explore the challenge of
recalling and associating multiple passwords with different
accounts [13], as well as understanding the impact of user
mental models on security behaviors [14].
Finally, perceptions of risk related to the online world have
also been shown to relate to user intentions to engage in secure
behavior online. Protection Motivation Theory [15] examines
how individual perceptions of threat and coping may impact
decisions to engage in a protective behavior and is a wellestablished approach in the health behavior domain, providing
a useful framework to identify areas where interventions can be
targeted. The primary facets of Protection Motivation Theory
include:
a.

The perceived severity of a threatening scenario;

b.

An individual’s perceived vulnerability to that
scenario;

c.

The perceived efficacy of the protective behavior
in reducing vulnerability to that scenario (response
efficacy);

d.

The perceived ability of the individual to engage
in the relevant protective behavior (self-efficacy).

Protection Motivation Theory has recently been applied to
individual intentions to engage in a range of cyber security
behaviors, with these facets found to influence intentions to
various degrees across a range of contexts, including the use of
home wireless security [16], the adoption of anti-spyware
software [17] and the use of anti-virus software on mobile
phones [18].
B. Applying Psychological Frameworks
Both situational factors and individual factors are likely to
impact whether people engage in secure online behavior. For
instance, increased perceptions of online threats may motivate
people to engage in protective actions, such as using encryption
software or making their password stronger. However, higher
perceived costs regarding the time and effort involved in
understanding and accessing such software may suppress this
motivation. Similarly, when faced with the potential option of
activating stronger authentication processes on an email

account, such as providing a phone number to enable 2-factor
authentication, individuals who are currently operating under a
high degree of stress, who have competing demands that are
considered to be of a higher priority or who find the action
itself to be too complex, may all be deterred.
The importance of understanding how users perceive a
situation at any given point in time is highlighted in the
development of recent frameworks for measuring these issues,
such as the CAPTION framework [19]. CAPTION is a recently
developed taxonomy of psychological situation characteristics,
whereby situations are divided into seven primary categories
that differentiate how a situation is subjectively perceived and
experienced by individuals. These categories include:
1.

How complex the situation is perceived to be
(Complexity)

2.

How stressful the situation is perceived to be
(Adversity)

3.

How typical the situation is perceived to be
(Typicality)

4.

How important the situation is perceived to be
(Importance)

5.

The positive emotions associated with the
situation (Positive valence)

6.

The negative emotions associated with the
situation (Negative valence)

7.

How amusing the situation is perceived to be
(humor)

By combining an understanding of user perceptions of risk
with an awareness of the situational constraints when an
opportunity to enact a particular online security behavior is
presented, it will be possible to tease apart the relative impact
of these various factors on online security decisions. This will
further our understanding and enable the design of more
appropriate interventions.
Within the health behavior domain, models such as
Protection Motivation Theory provide the basis for tailoring
intervention messages to maximize the likelihood that a user
will be encouraged to engage in a protective behavior. Message
framing approaches, whereby messages that emphasize
potential gains of engaging in a protective behavior are
compared to messages that emphasize potential losses of not
engaging in that behavior, have shown some success,
particularly when they are matched with congruent personality
types (i.e., people who are more sensitive to losses view lossframed messages and those who are more sensitive to gains
view gain-framed messages) [20]. The use of message framing,
however, is thought to be limited when considering cyber
security behavior [21,22,23]. This needs further investigation.
Work within the risk communication domain also has
suggested that designing interventions in line with the primary
constructs of Protection Motivation Theory can be effective.
For instance, providing specific information related to the
severity of a potential threat has been found to motivate
information seeking about that threat, although interventions

based on other facets of Protection Motivation Theory have not
been as successful [24].
Current understanding of what motivates people to seek
protective information and follow this advice is extremely
limited, even though accessing information about protective
technologies is likely to be a crucial first step if users are to be
persuaded to engage in secure behavior and use appropriate
security products. For instance, understanding why it is
important to encrypt a computer hard disk and how an
individual can easily do this is a likely requirement in choosing
to use encryption in the future. In this way, the decision to
engage in secure online behavior at any single point in time can
be broken down into several decision stages, each influenced
by situational characteristics and individual perceptions of risk,
which may itself present a ‘pre-requisite’ for the next decision
option. Exploring this possibility is a key aim of our research
agenda.
It can be seen, therefore, that further work is needed to
determine: (a) the likely barriers of use to emerging security
products at particular points in time; (b) whether tailoring
messaging and other interventions according to these barriers
would be effective in cyber security domains, and (c) at what
stage in the decision process these interventions would be most
effectively targeted. If individuals do not engage in a protective
security behavior because they perceive themselves not to be
vulnerable to online threats, for example, are interventions
focused on increasing their perceived vulnerability likely to be
more effective compared to those focused on reducing the
perceived costs of engaging in a protective behavior? And if so,
where in the decision cycle should these interventions be
targeted?
III.

SETTING THE RESEARCH AGENDA

Progressing current understanding of secure online
behavior remains a key challenge within the field of cyber
security. It is, therefore, essential that a rigorous and multifaceted approach is taken that will facilitate greater theoretical
understanding of when people are likely to engage in secure
behavior and why that may be, identifying the primary
psychological mechanisms that influence these decisions at
both the individual difference and situational level. To achieve
this objective, the following research agenda is proposed.
A. Establishing Primary Research Principles
1) An Embedded Multidisciplinary Approach
It is increasingly recognized that cyber security is a
complex issue that cannot be solved by one discipline alone.
Taking a multidisciplinary approach, whereby computer
scientists and psychologists/social scientists work in close
collaboration, provides an opportunity to develop robust,
theoretically based models of human behavior that are relevant
to emerging technical challenges. As new technical cyber
security solutions emerge, psychological insight and testing can
be applied at an early stage. The combination of rigorous
experimental psychology methods and human-computer
interaction approaches will allow more comprehensive
modeling of the decision-making scenario, whereby small
changes in likely situational parameters can be explored and

relevant improvements to technical systems made in line with
these findings. Such an approach would maximize the
likelihood that emerging technical solutions will be usable at
both the cognitive and behavioral level.
2) Engaging with Data Science Opportunities
The growing field of data science provides a unique
opportunity to exploit the vast amounts of data being produced
daily regarding online interactions. The extent to which
awareness campaigns and other interventions are shared on
social media, the proportion of users who ‘click-through’ for
further protective information following online training, and
the number of those who choose to download and use security
products, all present opportunities for researchers.
Collaborating with data scientists and organizations that have
access to such data provides an opportunity to test further and
refine decision-making models that have been developed in
laboratory settings, particularly if such platforms can also be
used as a future test bed to examine potential impacts of
various awareness and training interventions.
B. Prioritizing Future Research Directions
1) The Development of Evidence-Based Theoretical
Models
Focusing on the development of theoretical models based
on existing psychological mechanisms and principles will
provide a robust theoretical basis for understanding secure
online behavior. This will also provide an effective means to
explore the impact of various factors on decision-making.
Model parameters can be altered to understand the resultant
impact on likely behavior and interventions targeted
accordingly. By combining laboratory scenarios with fieldbased studies, predictions developed in more constrained
laboratory conditions can then be tested and refined in socalled ‘real world’ contexts. The development of such models
is vital if our understanding of human aspects of cyber security
is to become more comprehensive, increasing the possibility
that predictive approaches can be developed and exploited.
2) Addressing the Impact of Context
Individual decisions regarding whether to engage in secure
behavior at a particular point in time is likely to be influenced
by factors related both to the individual and the wider context
in which they are operating at the time. Understanding the
potential impact of this wider situational context is particularly
relevant given that our interactions online are increasingly
conducted on the move and via a range of different devices. A
2017 paper by one of the authors [25] provides an initial
framework for exploring the interactions between individual
differences and context in guiding online behavior, whereas the
emergence of situational frameworks, such as CAPTION,
provides a means through which these aspects can be further
explored and assessed in a cyber security context [19]. By
understanding the potential impact of situational factors on
cyber security decisions, including how these may interact with
individual differences, it may be possible to develop adaptive
user interfaces that can adjust both how and when cyber
security-related decision scenarios are presented to users in
various contexts.

IV.

OUR APPROACH

In line with this agenda, our approach aims to identify the
primary factors that determine whether humans engage in
secure behavior online, investigating the situational and
individual factors that have an impact on decision-making
through a combination of experimental and field studies. These
findings will then be used to develop and advance
psychological theory on the primary drivers of secure online
behavior, providing guidance on the design of future
interventions and contributing to the potential future
development of adaptive user interfaces that can effectively
encourage secure online behavior in various contexts.

or measure such aspects (e.g., competing priorities, time
available), a thorough understanding of how secure online
behaviour varies across contexts, and how this effect is best
managed, can be developed.
Overall, this paper aims to stimulate a more theoreticallybased research approach, while simultaneously focusing on the
development of practical insights. This will ensure that
emerging digital innovations can continue to be fully exploited
by society in the future, with any emerging safety and security
risks effectively managed.
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